A novel fragile watermarking technique is proposed for hiding logo information into an image by tuning block pixels based on a bitmap parity checking approach. A secure key and a random number generator are used to hide the logo information in a secret, undetectable, and unambiguous way. The characteristics of the mean gray value and the bitmap in a block are exploited for performing the embedding work efficiently and for hiding a logo into an image imperceptibly. The logo can be extracted without referencing the original image. The proposed method is useful for authentication of original digital products. The extracted logo not only can be used to identify tampered locations in digital images but also can resist JPEG compression to a certain degree. Good experimental results have been conducted and resulting images show the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Tampering proof is one of the important applications of image watermarking which is a technique of embedding invisible signals or logos into images. Any tampering operations onto a watermarked image can be detected by verifying the watermarked image in a certain way. It is generally preferred to design a verification process that proceeds without referencing the original logo or the non-tampered watermarked image. Such watermarking techniques may be used for medical images, news images, commercial images, etc. Since such techniques used in these applications are not robust to any slight modification of the watermarked image, we call them fragile watermarking.
Digital watermarking techniques that may be employed to embed a digital logo or signature help asserting the ownership or intellectual property rights of media creators or owners. For a technique to be useful for tampering detection of digital media, some criteria must be considered which are reported as follows.
(1) Perceptual transparency
The logo should be perceptually invisible by the human visual system.
(2) Security
When a watermarking technique is applied, the logo cannot be extracted without a correct user key. And the location of the embedded logo is undetectable.
(3) Un-ambiguity An extracted logo should be effective for identifying the original owner unambiguously.
In addition, the accuracy of owner identification will degrade gracefully under tampering attacks.
(4) Tampering verification
Any tampering operations onto a watermarked image can be detected for copyright protection.
(5) Robustness
The logo must still be present if the watermarked media are attacked by common lossy signal processing operations.
In the last few years, several fragile watermarking techniques have been proposed for copyright protection by means of authentication and tampering detection. Yeung and Mintzer [1] developed a method that can be employed to detect modifications of individual pixels in images. It requires a look-up table (LUT) that maps RGB tri-stimulus values into the binary values in the table. They used a pixel color value as an index to look up the table in order to embed logo information by applying the XOR operation on the values of the LUT. In the method of Fridrich [2] , a key-dependent binary value function is used for encoding a binary logo image and error diffusion is also employed to preserve the original colors. Kutter et al. [3] embedded logo information in the blue color channel because it is less sensitive to the human visual system. They randomly selected a pixel value and modified it according to the logo bit by adding or removing some constant luminance. Chang and Chen [4] improved the method of [3] by modifying the pixel value based on the mean value of six pixels at the left corner of the modified pixel. Using the mean value of the neighborhood pixels as a predict value to embed logo information by adding or removing some constant luminance, the method can be seen as a block based embedded process. Lee and Lee [5] proposed a fragile watermarking technique by using a classifier to classify pixels into higher and lower intensity areas according to whether the values of the pixels in the block are larger or smaller than the mean value of the block. Then the logo information was embedded into higher or lower intensity areas, depending on the value of logo bit. Wong [6] proposed a fragile watermarking technique and embedded the logo information in the least significant bit plane of each block.
The logo information is generated by a cryptographic hash function with the values of all pixels in the block. Wolfgang and Delp [7] proposed a technique that can give a relative measure of the tampered image block by using a spatial cross-correlation function. In [8] [9] , a number of fragile watermarking techniques have been proposed, which can be employed to embed logos in the discrete wavelet domain of signals by quantizing the corresponding coefficients with user-specified keys. A main advantage of these techniques is that they can be used to localize alterations both in the spatial and in the frequency domains and provide spatial and frequency domain information on how the signal is modified.
In the proposed fragile watermarking technique, block bitmaps are first obtained by comparing the pixel values with the block mean value. The pixel values may be modified to embed logos by checking the even or odd parity of the block bitmap. A secret key and a random number generator are used to enhance the logo in a secret, undetectable, and unambiguous way. By choosing a modified pixel near to the mean value of the block and diffusing the errors of modifications the neighborhood pixels, we can obtain the smallest value of the mean absolute error in the watermarked image. The main objectives of this paper are: 1) to introduction some criteria for tampering detection of digital media.
2) to present a novel tamper-proofing and authentication technique for copyright protection.
3) to demonstrate an easy way to diffuse errors after watermarked proceeded.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed logo embedding and extraction processes are presented. Several experimental results are shown in Section 3. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
Proposed Fragile Watermarking Technique
Assume that an original gray-level image F with size H W × and a binary logo image ω with size h w × are available. These two images will be combined to yield a watermarked image.
Logo Embedding Method
The proposed logo embedding process can be described by two steps: (1) bitmap calculation; and (2) pixel modification, described as follows.
(1) Bitmap Calculation First, we divide the given gray-level image F into n n × non-overlapping blocks. In each block, a bit of the logo will be embedded. The logo will be embedded multiply until all the blocks are processed. For each block β of F, the mean value µ and the standard deviation σ of β are computed as two features of β . Then, a block bitmap b is generated according to Equation (1) below: . 1 1
A. Random Selection of Candidate Pixels
We want to embed one bit of the logo in β , and the embedding process proceeds by adjusting the gray values of some pixels in β according to the parity theory to meet the following requirement:
is produced by a random number generator with a secret key K and If we want to obtain a better quality of the watermarked image, the value of pixel modification should be tuned to be as small as possible. Therefore, we choose a candidate pixel y x f , of β for modification whose pixel value is nearest to the mean value µ of β . The smallest value of δ is tuned in β for embedding a bit of the logo and the smallest errors are need to diffuse in the watermarked block.
Logo Extraction Method
Let G be an image in question with size W×H. In the proposed logo extraction algorithm, G is first divided into n×n non-overlapping blocks. Then, each block bitmap b and the summation S of b can be obtained by the same procedures as mentioned in Section 2.1.
Finally, the logo bit ω ι , j can be obtained from Equation 7 described in the following:
where R∈{0, 1} is produced by a random number generator with the original secret key K.
The block size and the secret key K must be identical to those used in the logo embedding steps. If the size of the block or the secret key K is different, the extracted logo will be out of order.
Experimental Results
A number of gray-scale images were tested by the proposed watermarking technique. The tested image were divided into 3×3, 4×4, or 5×5 non-overlapping blocks and the sizes of the tested images and the logo are 512 512 × and 50 100 × , respectively. Figure1 shows a tested image and the logo. Figure 2 shows the watermarked image and the extracted correct logo.
We are able, as can be seen, to embed a logo into the test image without visible artifacts. The computed values of the peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [10] , bit-error rate (BER) and normalized cross correlation (NC) measures to evaluate the quality of the watermarked images are reported in Table 1 and Figure 5 . Their formulas are listed below:
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[ ] From Table 1 , we can see that the PSNR values of the watermarked image "Mandrill" are smaller than those of the other two watermarked images. Because of the larger variance of the gray values in the image blocks of "Mandrill", the quantity of gray value modifications of pixels for logo embedding is also bigger. Even though the PSNR values are smaller than the others, the watermarked image "Mandrill" is still almost identical to the original one perceptually and the extracted logo with a better BER value than that of Lee and Lee method [5] . In Figure 4 , a tampered watermarked image attacked by 90% JPEG compression and the logo image extracted from the tampered image are shown. These experimental results demonstrate that the proposed watermarking approach indeed can localize the regions that have been altered on the watermarked image. In other fragile watermarking techniques, when the watermarked image is attacked by JPEG compression, the extracted logo is a scrambled image that cannot be used to verify the logo information. Therefore, our fragile watermarking technique not only can verify the ownership of the watermarked image but also can resist attacks by JPEG compression to a certain degree that illustrates in Figure 5 . In Figure 6 , the color image "Lena" with the RGB color model is tested. In this experiment, a logo is embedded in the blue color channel since it is less sensitive to human eyes [3] . Although the watermarked image shown in Figure 6 (c) is manipulated by adding some shining stars, we still can identify the altered regions of the tampered watermarked image by the proposed method as shown in Figure 6 (d).
Conclusions
We have proposed a novel fragile watermarking method for tampering detection by tuning block pixels based on the theory of bitmap parity checking. The method provides an easy way to embed a logo into digital images. The extraction process is conducted without referencing the original image. Any alteration of the watermarked image can be detected and localized for copyright protection. Beside, ownership authentication can also be performed by our method.
It is more important to verify the modified locations than just to extract the logo from the watermarked image. And our method is also useful for this. The method is easy to implement with lower computation load and small MAE values obtained from the watermarked image. It not only can be applied to gray images but also to color ones. Although the proposed method is a fragile watermarking technique, each logo bit can be multiply embedded into the watermarked image. Hence, the method of majority voting [11] can be applied to enhance the robustness of the embedded logo. All the experimental results show the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method. 
